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(CHAPTER 6

“START INS DEUTSCHE’ —
STUDENTS TEACH GERMAN
TO REFUGEES AT GOEBRTHE
UNIVERSITY FRANKFURI
Marika Gereke and Subin Niyhawan

ABSTRACT
In September 2015, Germany witnessed an unanticipated migration of refu-
gees toward the European Union. The government established an open-border
policy that meant Germany would harbor all refugee arrivals. In large, the civil
society joined efforts to create a so-called Willkommenskultur (welcome cul-
ture) during the “summer of welcome.

This chapter will introduce the project “Start ins Deutsche” (German lan-
suage kick-off) of Goethe University Frankfurt as an ambitious example of
civil society initiatives. Start ins Deutsche was founded on the premise of “inte-
gration by language learning.” Within Start ins Deutsche, university students
volunteer to teach German to refugees. In many cases these refugees have a
realistic perspective to enroll into fulltime studies at Goethe University at a
later stage to pursue academic degrees.

In this chapter, the authors outline the project and its main aims. Based on
this, the authors thereafter analyze evaluation data about Start ins Deutsche
with regard to the perceptions of German language teachers and tneir language
learners, respectively. The evaluation data of Start ins Deutsche reveal that the
German language teachers interpret their role beyond being just teachers, while
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ine learners appreciate the effort of their teachers in every aspect. Hence, the
authors believe the project serves as a best-practice example for a civil society
project towara establishing a Willkommenskultur in Germany

Long summer of migration; welcome culture; civil society
integration by language learning; refugee support; academic

welcome; female refugees: labor market

THE LONG SUMMER OF MIGRATION OF 2015 — A NEW
GERMAN WILLKOMMENSKULTUR?

On August 31, 2015, German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s famous reaction
toward voices critical of the skyrocketing numbers of refugees, who had success.
ay reached Germany, was Wir schaffen das! (Yes we can!). ‘Only five days later
amid the overall dimension of the European Refugee Crisis, she even decided to
announce an open-border pc to harbor more than a million refugees, accord-ing to Eurostat (2017) fignges. other words, o wert s haan eo
phe, Germany decided to provide shelter without red tape when there was no time
tor deliberation. Asa result, Mrs. Merkel was celebrated not ‘only among the lib-
eral Piess and human rights activists, but also by large parts of the civil society in
Germany and beyond. The Economist (2015) even went so far as to call her “The
Indispensable European.”

We should note that this liberal policy toward the sudden and steep increase
of refugees was initiated in a country witha legacy of regarding migration only
on ms own economic benefit. In the past, Germany had few existing supports or
provisions for the successful integration of refugees into society. The renowned
aerial author Max Frisch (1965, p. 7) once commented on the history of
post-Second World War migration with his famous words: “We called workers
however humans arrived.” Thus, the more recent German decision has. often
been described as the new German Willkommenskultur (welcome culture)
Subsequently, in an act of unprecedented humanitarianism, German civil soci.
ety put itself together and founded myriad initiatives and projects showing soli
darity, with the ultimate goal to render the Willkommenskultur into practice andgive Germany a humane face.

these Initiatives were preceded by large crowds gathering at train stations
to zealously welcome thousands of refugees who had boarded any of the over-
crowded trains from Budapast Keleti station via Vienna Westbahnhof ‘Pictures
irom these two train Stations revealing devastating humanitarian conditions have
sparked a fire in world | media about the dimension of this mass exodus toward
entering the “Fortress Europe” as a safe and protected space. Consolidation dur.
ing the “summer of welcome” gradually started after a de facto state of ‘emer.
gency with the help of many different actors, including politicians. bureaucrats

arid citizens, The question “what next?” echoed after a deep breath in
ae aftermath of one of the most emotional moments in the German post-SecondWorld War history.

Start ins Deutsche

Amid the shortage of mainly — but not only — skilled labor in Germany’s economy,
long-term prospects for successfully integrating into German society can be classified
as reasonably good. Language education for refugees has been identified as indispen-
sable for being capable of entering the labor market and, more importantly, becoming
active members within the local society. To support the successful “integration by
language learning,’ Goethe University Frankfurt launched an ambitious program
Start ins Deutsche (German language kick-off) in 2015,' where university students
currently enroiled fulltime decided to volunteer teaching German to refugees. Since
Its beginning, 340 students participated in the project on a voluntary basis, and about
|,200 refugees attended the German language courses provided by Start ins Deutsche.

In the following, we firstly give an overview of the history and aims of Start
ins Deutsche, and describe its main organizational cornerstones. Secondly, we pro-
vide quantitative and qualitative data from the evaluation of Start ins Deutsche
The evaluation requested students and refugees to indicate their perspectives on
the project. We amended this evaluation data with our reflections as volunteer
supervisors of the students, who acted as German language teachers within the
project. Based on this, we finally discuss the implications of Start ins Deutsche for
creating and sustaining a Willkommenskultur in practice.

START INS DEUTSCHE — AN AMBITIOUS PROJECT TO
SUPPORT LANGUAGE INTEGRATION

Language learning 1s an essential part of integration. Correspondingly, most ref-
ugees strive for fast language acquisition. Yet, refugees mostly have long waiting
times before obtaining access to professional German language courses. The process
of applying for and actually starting a German language course is protracted and
complex for many refugees. Moreover, open access to language courses provided
by the state 1s not granted to all refugees per se but depends among other things on
their legal status and their prospects to actually be granted asylum (Mediendienst
Integration, 2016). To abridge waiting periods and guarantee access to language
courses for all refugees, Tanja Brihl, Vice President of Goethe University Frankfurt,
initiated the project “Start ins Deutsche — Studierende unterrichten Fltichtlinge”
(German Language Kick-off — Students Teach Refugees) in October 2015.

Multiple studies have demonstrated that language skills are a central require-
ment for integration on various levels — from everyday communication and
political participation to education and the labor market (Blossfeld, et al., 2016,
p. 86; Esser, 2006). Accordingly, language acquisition constitutes the central pil-
lar of Start ins Deutsche. The project provides participating refugees with either
language orientation or language intensification. Start ins. Deutsche, on the one
hand, aims to deliver very elementary Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills
(BICS) for the daily use of German, especially to a large group of people who
have not, or only very rudimentarily, enjoyed formal schooling in their lives. On
the other hand, a considerable group of highly qualified refugees can be equipped
with Cognitive Academic Language Skills (CALP) in order to be able to complete
vocational training or an academic degree, and thus qualify for the job market.
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Aer mail us Deutsche had been launched, an email with a call for language
onsets was circulated to the whole student body of Goethe University, com-
prising far more than 40,000 active students. Within only ‘a few hours after the
opening of uhe call, the online registration system was inundated and, thus, had
po be sat down because unexpectedly more than 1,000 students by then had

and registered their application as volunteer teachers, ’ This overwhelm.
ng Tesponse exceeded even the most optimist expectations, Thus, ‘students were
subsequently Tequested to include a personal statement of motivation to facilitate
selection by the organizing committee.

mm tate 201 3 a three-month pilot phase was launched as a forerunner for the
rst project phase with a duration of six months. Since the first project phase in
carly 2016, about 120 students per phase impart German language skills on a vol.
untary Dasis. As of early 2018, five project phases have been completed. The sixth
phase ‘has just started in March 2018. As about 40% of participating ‘students
have been taking Part in more than one project phase, thus far about 340 students
vom a variety of faculties have acted as volunteer teachers for about 1.200 refu.gees, mainly from Syria, Afgh: stan, Iran, Iraq, Eritrea, and the Balkan States

ers involved in the project are female (about!3'/, whereby the proportit + lemale students within the full university student
poey Js 60%), almost all Participating refugees were male in the beginning of. the
Project. To actively incorporate female refugees into the project, an active recruit.
one was and safe spaces provided. Because many female “refugees
snowed discomfort with male-dominated classes, courses designed exclusively for
women nave been established from the third project phase onwards. These courses
take place in Café Milena, an institution focusing on female refugees, In addition.
parallel child cere has been established asa part of all language courses designed
sor women. For these reasons, participation of female refugees has increased to
é5'/ in a relatively short period of time.

20 oler a variety of courses at different locations in the metropolitan area
or Goethe University closely cooperates with other ‘institutions in
ran aed within Ss tart ins Deutsche, including the sponsorin associations of dif.

‘erent refugee shelters g., Johanniter Unfallhilfe eV. or Deutsches Rotes
Frankfurt e and Frankfurt hilft, a coordination body “of volTe activities, as well as the municipal department for refugee management.

“ mess institutions Provide facilities for the language courses, or support Star,
is with other resources, such as organizing direct contact to refugees
'n this manner, teaching teams of two or three students were assembled to seach
cuferent groups of refugees at least once a week in their shelters, in facilities of
we university or in Café Milena. In each location, language courses take place
a nes a week, but are interchangeably ‘offered by different teaching a
Meanwhile, language courses take place in seven different locations in Frankfurt
(see Table 1).

nn general, Start ins Deutsche is financed by private donors and founda-
Hons, and supported by the close cooperation of mainly non-state institutione
wehbe groups of volunteers fulfilling various roles within the project (also see
below) constitute the backbone of the initiative. ‘Such civil society engasement

_ocation

lable |. Overview of Project Locations and Courses during
the Fourth Project Phase.

Background Number of Number and Format of
Information University Language Courses

Students

Location |: Bockenheim 80 Refugees, including
families and single males

Location 2: Bonames

Location 3: Gutleut

Location 4: Ludwig-
L_LandmannstraBe

Location 5: Rédelheim

Location 6: Café
Milena

Location 7: Westend
(University)

300 Refugees, mainly
families

250 Refugees, mainly single
males

440 Refugees, families and
single males

170 Refugees, families and
single males

Course offers for women
and giris

80 Refugees

1Q Female

Iwo intensive courses on
level Al and A?

Six Open courses
Daily homework supervision
Existing course offers

supported by students
four open courses, including

one course for women
SiX Open courses, including

one course for women
Three open courses

ne intensive course
students oe |

AX Four intensive courses on
levels Al, A2, and BI

nas become indispensable in an area where state institutions per se lack the capac-
ity, or even the will, to cater the necessary resources for providing refugees with
the opportunities for a life with dignity.

COURSE OF PROJECT PHASES
Each of the six-month course phases has consisted of various parts, including an
application period, a two-day training of the students, the language courses con-
stituting the heart of the project, an accompanying supervision for the German
anguage teachers and an evaluation at the end of each phase (see Fig. 1). The
cornerstones of Start ins Deutsche are described in more detail in the following.

lwo-day Training

Niany student volunteers lack experience in teaching German as a foreign lan-guage. to gain basic language instruction training and be introduced to issues rel-evant to refugee work, participating students are obliged to take part in two-day‘raining courses before beginning their teaching activities. These training courses
are voluntarily offered by lecturers of Goethe University in cooperation with
members of the Goethe University Law Clinic, an association of law students pro-viding legal advice concerning questions related to asylum, and by an association
for refugee academics (Academic Experience Worldwide é. Ki). In these courses,students are equipped with basic knowledge about teaching theories and concepts
and receive an insight into foreign language teaching and intercultural learning,
respectively. Moreover, they are informed about legal issues related to asylum and
adequate approaches to dealing with traumatic experiences.
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Information mail and call for application
circulated to students

Application period

Two-day training: Modules on didactic concept,
intercultural learning, legal issues, dealing with

trauma, practical training

First supervision meeting

Twa.) s

| |
Beginning of courses |

Accompanying | |
didactic
-_y “@ $+ A >. R

supervision? | mectings at |egular {
consultation

| locations |
fig, I. Course of a Project Phase.

Programme for highly qualified refugees of the International Office of Goethe
University Frankfurt. These courses are intended for refugees in need of further
language skills for vocational training, or to take up higher education in pur-
suing a University degree, respectively, allow refugees to continue studies they
may have started abroad. Refugees have to apply for intensive courses, including
the completion of an assessment test. Feedback regarding the intensive courses
Indicates that course participants appreciate the intense learning atmosphere, can
develop contacts to different faculties as well as students of Goethe University
and become part of university life.

A new course program — Begegnungen schaffen (enabling encounters) — has
been established in Summer 2017. In different modules, student volunteers and
refugees can deal with political, societal, or historical issues and learn from each
other in an interactive way. All refugees with advanced language skills (at least
equal to CEFR A2.2) are granted access to these courses provided by specifically
trained students.

As described above, all course formats are also tailored for women within
their safe space. Apart from language or thematic courses, Start ins Deutsche also
offers homework assistance for children.

Language Courses

Belore the beginning of the language courses, a meeting is organized at each loca-
Hon involved in the Project (see Table 1). During these meetings, students and
iat of the locations jointly establish teaching teams, define course hours. and
discuss main requirements and procedures at the respective location.

?

Subsequently, all teaching teams begin to offer their courses at ‘least once a
Week at at of the different locations. Each course hour is independently prepared
by the teaching teams based on a specialized textbook focusing on German “asa
foreign Janguage. The teaching teams moreover conduct a class assessment after
pac course hour. The results of these assessments are provided on a virtual learn.
ng piatiorm. In this manner, all teaching teams regularly exchange information
about teaching concepts, learners’ progress, and possible difficulties

deliver BICS as well as CALP, Start ins Deutsche offers courses
of different formats. Open courses, provided at nearly all locations, ate not
geared’ to a specific language level or certificate and mainly aim at providing a
pasic language orientation. In intensive courses, on the other hand, refuisees are
Prepared 10: achieve a pre-identified language level (ranging from level Al “to
er on the Common European Framework of "Reference for Languages (CEER))
All intensive courses are offered in cooperation with the Academic “Welcome

Supervision
To provide student volunteers with a space to reflect on their experiences in the
language courses, all participating student volunteers are obliged to take part
In an accompanying, professional supervision once every three or four weeks.
Lecturers of Goethe University, staff of the Psychoanalytic Institute Frankfurt,
and the Teacher Training College Frankfurt voluntarily act as supervisors. In all
supervision groups, students can share their experiences and discuss challenges
with their fellows eventually encountered in the language courses. Approaches to
solving problems and difficulties as well as suggestions for further improvements
of the language courses (e.g., regarding didactic concepts) are discussed together
during the supervision sessions.

EK VALUATION OF START INS DEUTSCHE BY GERMAN
LANGUAGE TEACHERS AND THE LANGUAGE

LEARNERS
Start ins Deutsche was pragmatically founded from scratch without any prior
existing experience or masterplan in order to respond to the sudden demand for
opening a perspective for the high number of refugees. All involved actors thus
are committed to pioneer work and participate in the outline and planning of the
project. Thus, evaluation by students for the continuous development of Start
ins Deutsche has been identified as a cornerstone of the project, for the further
Improvement and even its emulation. In other words, the effort is made to foster a
best-practice exercise. The following evaluation data of all four phases serve as a
mirror of the perception of volunteer language teachers and refugees, respectively,
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and Provide the basis for the discussion of the new German Willkommenskultur.
Looking at both sides and the development of their relationship proves useful for
evaluating the project’s ability to act as an integrating and unifying force

Careful estimates from the data available indicate that almost 9 out of 10 loca] aa

students lacked both experience asa language teacher and previous engage-
ment it social work with refugees. The initiative served as an opportunity to
attain first-hand experience. Table 2 shows selected ageregated answers of the

language teachers from all four evaluation phases, It gives an over- |
view on main motivating factors, as well as selected qualitative responses ‘to
the open answers. More than 90% of students state more altruist reasons. dis-
playing their motivation to help and contributing toward improving the overall

.

situation | of the refugees. About 80% and 70% of the students, ‘respectively,
point out that they are touched by the refugees’ situation, and cannot simplyserve as lone observers. The slected answers supersede more se/f-interested
reasons, that 1s, proximity tk cular needs (40%) as well as professional CV
development (16.2%).

os qualitative comments from the open response section underscore the pre-
vious aggregated Tesponses very lucidly. A firm belief in humanism. a desire for
change, and building bridges mainly appeared as categories. Also, curiosity and
a positive challenge of “meeting the other,” as well as a desire to counter current
right-wing developments in society are noteworthy.

The students were also requested to reflect on and evaluate their overall experi-
ence Ina set of different questions. Table 3 shows the average results, We will first
analyze those, before in detail presenting the analysis of qualitative items. that
deserve careful attention, because they delineate very clearly the experiences the
students made beyond being mere language teachers,

from the data, at first we learn that the language volunteers believed their
students improved their German language skills significantly. But more impor-
tantly, we can infer that many of the students mostly redefined their roles firmly
beyond the scope of teaching. In fact, they also offered their friendship and
active support during their daily business and their attempt to cope with the new
le alter their struggle to arrive in Germany as their save heaven. Furthermore.
students saw themselves as cultural ambassadors, serving as advisors, coun-
selors, and even active caregivers in the effort to provide a warm welcome ic
Germany. The German language courses, as we learn from the data, Were Seen
as a forum for cultural understanding. In the end, realizing the positive spirit of
the program, it does not come as a surprise that 70% of the students involved in
the first round continued to be engaged as language teachers and beyond withinStart ins Deutsche.

The students also gave very detailed qualitative feedback. To put the
answers into a nutshell, the students assisted refugees in their daily business
and errands, such as accompanying them to the supermarket, buying tickets
lor local transport, as well as in more formal responsibilities. This includes

Data on German Language Teachers

Start ins Deutsche

Answer

lable 2. (Motivation): What were the Reasons You Registered as
Volunteer Teacher for Start ins Deutsche?

Percentage Population (1)

Because | want to contribute towards improving the situation
of refugees

Because | want to help
Because the current living conditions of the refugees touch me
Because I cant tolerate just being an observer only
Because it is a useful activity for my educational curriculum
Because it 1s a useful extracurricular activity for my CV

94

03
5S ()
AQ

At}

16

212

213
] 3&
13/
1 3%
1 3%

Table 3.

Answer

(Experience): Personal Experiences — Also beyond Teaching
Crerman at Start ins Deutsche

My experience to teach refugees was positive
1 would recommend my friends to join the program
German language courses contribute to cultura]

understanding
My students were able to improve their German proficiency
The participants benefited from the contact with me as their

teacher
| was able to support the creation of a Willkommenskultur
i was able to build bridges into German society
it was more Important to be a human than a teacher
1 was able to provide practical life support
I was a cultural ambassador for Germany

Scaie: 5-point Likert scale (1 — completely; 5 ~ not at all).

Mean Population (1)
1.20
1.60
1.6/7

i./5
2.1%

2.30
2.54
2./8
2.8]
2.9]

Da)
239
23%

236
2 36

5]
235
236
234
233

writing letters and emails, filling forms and applications, or doing translation
work. In many cases, they even accompanied them to official appointments, to
the doctor, and helped to open bank accounts. The student language teachers
mentioned various times that they helped refugees to find apartments and, if
they possessed an exceptional work permit, jobs. Language teachers privately
collected material goods, as clothes, or toys for children. For language students
enrolled in the intensive courses, students served as counselors with their pro-
spective application for higher education at Goethe University. Some language
teachers even initiated contact to lawyers and legal and/or psychological prac-
titioners and thus provided valuable assistance in everyday and legal matters —
and hence provided inestimable human support.

A Wilkommenskuiltur definitely comprises interactions beyond formal assis-
tance in daily and legal matters. Noteworthy 1s the high share of responses that
indicate a deep degree of intercultural exchange in the wake of Start ins Deutsche.
Language teachers met during their leisure time with refugees and planned activi-
ties, including cooking, playing games, or watching movies. Sports such as football
provided a common ground and unifying force, as reported by a comparatively
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number of ‘Tespondents. They took refugees on city excursions, went to the
museum, and had talks on political and cultural topics. Even reciprocal private

invitations were mentioned among the experiences within Start ing
weuisehe. As the language teachers indicated, such exercises were combined with
practicing the German language at such occasions

vor the language teachers, the meetings comprised more than simply volun-
tary ‘anguage teaching. As We can infer from the responses, the language teachers
mostly interpreted their role actively, offering help, but also as ‘a time nn
mto a welcoming cultural exchange. One language teacher indicates that the par-

at Star ins Deutsche paved the way for experiences ‘and ee
whieh can never be emulated and learned during the course of academic study
One other comment very nicely shows the deep impact of Start ins Deutsche on
many o the university students, The student said at the beginning that he wanted
0 make sure that the refugees learn German as efficiently as possible. Later. he
realized that “simply having a good time together” even superseded any progressIn language acquisition.

On Language Learners
In spite of the difficult circums

es in terms of organization and language bar-
ners, one evaluation round was carried out with big efforts to have the opinion
of the language learners on their teachers, the classes, and their improvement inCerman.

Bebe 4 includes the accumulated responses of all language learners. The sat-
isfaction with teachers and Classes is very high. Self-assessment with ‘reference ‘to
i btoverient in language skills is a bit lower as compared to the teachers’ percep-
Hon (see Table 3); but still in the range of being rated “good,” The ‘respondents
ee tne to provide qualitative feedback as well. These comments mostly
consist of Great gratitude, that is, saying thank you, and appreciating the diligence
the language teachers exhibited throughout. The respondents “of the “intensive

mostly at a higher initial level of education, were also slightly more critical
with mew overall grading. Table 5 shows the evaluation of the participants of theintensive courses.

Although these numbers are slightly lower, the difference within the overall
evaluation ss insi gnificant. Qualitative comments similarly indicate a high decree
or Satisfaction with Start ins Deutsche. However, very straightforward recommen.

were also offered by language learners, These included the demand for
more grammar in language teaching (CALP) as well as more tailored courses fo.
individual progress, because some of the language learners did not feel challen ced
enough. They can be classified as being very ambitious in their educational path.
ways and nence show eagerness to enter higher education at the earliest possible
convenience and thus Wish to finally be enrolled into a university course

a sum, 7 can be said that the satisfaction with Start ins Deutsche, and espe-
ctally with its teachers constructin ga real Willkommenskultur, is very high. This
mdeed Serves as a first but important step for successful integration into theGerman society.

Start ins Deutsche

(Refugee Evaluation): How do Grade Your Teachers, the Quality of
Classes and Your Language Progress?

Grade Population (NV)
Quality of teachers 6 /

Ae at German Janguage skills sae 67Improvement of German language skills 2.3%

Scale: German middle school grading system (1 — very good; 3 — satisfactory; 6 — insufficient).

lable 4.

Answer

(Refugee Evaluation; only the Participants of ‘the Intensive Course):
How do Grade Your Teachers, the Quality of

Classes and Your Language Progress?

Quality of teachers 13 te 45

Ae oF a Janguage skills sa teImprovement of German language skills 2 46

Scale: German middle school grading system (1 - very good; 3 — satisfactory; 6 ~ insufficient).

Impressions from Our Supervision Groups

Both or the authors were supervisors of the German language teachers from the
eee a TT ere Te ee err supervision chal
lenges were discussed. The initiative of Goethe University along with all profes-
sional structures and resources offered an apt opportunity for us to join hands

Se Te ee eee ne Mauve Givi society Support toward the rellygees. Together, we supervised one group of language teachers in every phase Oo
the program, ranging from 10 to 22 students per group. What follows is a sum-
cE eee eee ee te eet en eee ene canon data, givesa more nuanced idea about the implications the initiative had on the creation o

dents to volunteer as language teachers and what challenges they anticipated.

the concent ron oun’ People had registered as volunteer teachers
despite the generally heavy workload associated with college education. Throug
questions asked during the supervision sessions, we were able to collect ample evi-
dence Irom every round that most students joined Start ins Deutsche mostly out
of altruistic reasons, as the evaluation data suggest. Indeed, we have the impres-
sion that the aforementioned engagement of the volunteer teachers was not based
on personal gain, but instead was directed toward the ultimate goal of an active
Willkommenskultur, and a harbinger of long-term societal change. To echo the
The di renga re eS Simply wanted to actively help in the light of10n the migration movement had reached.

ability to enter perspective changes, and understand, feel, and talk about their

lable

Answer Grade Population (N)

nskultur.

“At the beginning of each round, we wanted to know what motivated the stu-
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es as a IPreCursor to create empathy. We could witness deep reflection pro-
Dene triggered by their teaching experience, and often by their first direct

vontact with refugees in their lifetime. These experiences led to vivid conversa.
Hons and debates within our supervision sessions, Our students were often deen!
pouch? by me legal and organizational burdens refugees had to face to organize
their ite 2 = gnity > ch allenges the students volunteers woul d never personall‘ace in hfe, As already shown, these first-hand experiences were complemented by
fee ae of the classroom. We were happy to personally experience
their real passion during these activities in detail.

A Dig part of ‘the supervision always dealt with very common didactic and edu-
Semon! requested by the student volunteers. The questions included how to
organize heterogeneous classrooms, how to balance grammar and communication
and’ now to ‘organize improved learning Processes, We often heard about language
earners from ‘the intensive courses who had high expectations ‘and demands fon
properly learning the language in order to be qualified for the Academie Weleone

as early as possible ~to live a normal live in dignity following the exodus
Among the main challenges the students expressed was their general insecurits

about possible cultural misconceptions and the question about the nature of rd
relationship f teachers only, or Sriends?). Furthermore, we observed ‘their vanxiet
having to deal with traumatic experiences of the refugee as a result of their escape
dente ny Indeed, the Iyore frequently became an issue, because our stu.Mts 1stened Nrst-hand to\narrativese of himman od eeldislocated as tefusensAtives of human dignity and suffering from being

advice seeking was further amplified by gender issues that took up a
signiicant amount of discussion time within our sessions. As noted earlier the
majority oF language teachers were female students. Volunteers were particular!

that female language learners often hesitated to participate in male.
Cominated classrooms, or were busy with providing care to children. Café Milenathat Space where care and assistance was improved, and also sigCd that concerns of both Ge

German language teachers as well as language learn-
ers were taken seriously.

ae ugh number of language teachers who decided to continue their engage-
a eta iis Deutsche can be seen as the strongest evidence ‘speaking for a
vo growing from below. In the following, we will locate the project
into this very discussion that has been reverberating since the “summer of welcome.”

START INS DEUTSCHE ~ ANIMATING. THE
WILLKOMMENSKULTUR

Start ins Deutsche was founded by the university during a time that required
rast and unbureaucratic responses to efficiently address the many new chal.
Snges for Germany. The aims were initially designed over and ‘above providing
emergency relet to the refugees who had been dislocated as a result of - war and
poverty. Language education is seen as an integrating force to establish ‘a real
Willkommenskultur. This includes initiatives that are directed toward not only

mediating BICS, but also CALP, to subsequently enable refugees entering higher
cducation and becoming active and equal citizens within the course of time. The
program is mainly driven by the efforts of volunteer teachers who have proven to
act even as friends. Rather, it has become a common custom among the group of
German language teachers to pragmatically chaperone their language learners by
supporting them to organize their immediate circumstances and build a founda-
tion for future life in Germany. This idea 1s embodied in the overall idea of creat-
ing a Wilikommenskultur.

In many instances, refugees stay only temporarily, often without certainty
whether or not asylum will be granted at all. It is the common experience that
the application for asylum is a longlasting and fraught procedure. At the same
time, refugees throughout the asylum procedure only receive little integrative sup-
port by state institutions and can only enter the job market under exceptional
circumstances. Start ins Deutsche however exists under the premise that language
skills are a key step toward full integration and ultimately a transition of society.
In other words, the university has established a structure that not only addresses
global challenges and realities, but, first and foremost, also recognizes the identity
and destiny of the refugees. We provided evidence with the data we presented,
that shows how sustainable interpersonal relationships among German language
teachers and their language learners have developed. This form of recognition
(Taylor & Gutmann, 1992) has also been pursued by other civil society actors
across Germany, albeit mostly on a smaller scale. However, more grassroots-like
activism, as we have learned, can lead to a real and enduring societal change.

In the end, civil society ambition and action play an important part in addressing
challenges arising from the global and social realities of postmodern globalization.
The Willkommenskultur has, to borrow from Bhabha (1994), expedited the creation
of Third Spaces for the gradual negotiation and renegotiation of identity and culture.
What 1s more, we may be witnessing a new dynamics of transculturality (Welsch,
1998) from below — Germany could hitherto never witness. Intermingled with our
current global realities, we believe that Beck’s (2006) well-known cosmopolitan vision
has become tangible at long last.

OUTLOOK
During the “summer of welcome” outlined at the beginning, an unprecedented
civil engagement supporting refugees emerged in Germany, a “happening” that
nas even been described as a new social movement (Karakayali & Kleist, 2016).
This still ongoing civil society engagement mainly consists of self-organized ini-
tiatives and organizational structures beyond the long-established associations
in refugee work. Start ins Deutsche represents one of these newly emerged, non-
traditional initiatives striving for an open and integrative Willkommenskultur in
Germany. By initiating the program, Goethe University Frankfurt created a link
for students enabling them to actively support language integration for refugees.
Challenging arguments about a missing interest among refugees in integration,
such offers are highly popular among refugees (Karakayali & Kleist, 2016).



MARIKA GEREKE AND SUBIN NIJHAWAN Start ins Deutsche

Apart from the unparalleled Willkommenskultur, however, critical comments
to openly racist voices concerning a liberal asylum and immigration policy con-
tinuously echoed in German society culminating in the electoral successes of the
racist party Alternative ftir Deutschland (AfD) in 2017. For the first time since the
end of the Second World War, a xenophobic party entered the Bundestag, mainly
on an anti-refugee and anti-immigrant ticket. Moreover, the current government
introduced a restrictive turn in asylum policy since the end of 2015 which is, for
example, characterized by an extension of so-called “secure countries of origins,””
a suspension of family reunification and the negotiation of deals with Turkey and
Libya to combat migration to Europe at their boarder gateways.

Against the background of this right-wing_backlash, civil society engage-
ment appears to be of utter importance,/a bgayon of light that reflects a
Willkommenskultur. Such engagement is unpre nted since the beginning of
the large-scale post-Second World War migration to Germany mainly during the
1960s and thereafter. All the projects and initiatives arising during the “summer
of welcome” have the potential of long-lasting support for refugees, and provide
spaces of intercultural encounters. Yet, while recognizing its own responsibility
toward refugees, we believe the state administration should increase its sponsor-
ship of and facilitate civil society engagement to enable projects such as Start ins
Deutsche to foster and manifest a continuous Willkommenskultur. In this vein,
Start ins Deutsche and other projects based on voluntary engagement would
highly benefit from continuous state funding in order to facilitate long-term plan-
ning and sustainable support for refugees.
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NOTES
l. We thank Tanja Briihl and the whole team of Start ins Deutsche for sharing the evalu-

ation data and their valuable comments.
2. As other data suggest, those students who interrupted or terminated their volunteer

profession, did so mostly for pragmatic reasons, for instance, their upcoming graduation,
a semester abroad, and so on.

3. According to German law, refugees from so-called “secure countries of origin” may
not be granted asylum.
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